
Macon Elementary Social Studies Scope and Sequence
Grade Level /

Standard
Kindergarten First Grade Second Grade Third Grade Fourth Grade Fifth Grade

Knowledge of
principles
expressed in
documents shaping
constitutional
democracy in the
U.S.

Classroom rules
The Leader in Me
“Fall” - The Pledge of
Allegiance

“Laws and Symbols “Presidents”
The Leader in Me -
individual rights
Importance of the Pledge
of Allegiance

“Missouri History” - MIssouri
Constitution
“The State of Missouri” -
state and national symbols

“Economics” -individual
rights vs.  common good

“Causes of the American
Revolution” - Read the
Declaration of
Independence, Constitution
and the Bill of Rights
Study significant individuals
of the American Revolution

“Impact of Wars on the U.S.”
Declaration of Independence,
Constitution and Bill of Rights

“The Change in Roles of
Groups of People”

“Industrial Revolution”

Study various famous historical
figures

Knowledge of
principles and
processes of
governance
systems

“Back to School” The Leader in Me Government - identify the
branches and explain the
functions of each branch

“Economics” -individual
rights vs. common good

“Government” - 3 branches
of state government

“Causes of the American
Revolution” - First and
Second Continental
Congress

Federal Government and
Missouri Unit

“Territorial Expansion” -

“The Change in Roles of
Groups of People” - Brown v.
Board of Education

“Impact of Wars on the U.S.”

Knowledge of the
continuity and
change in the
history of Missouri
and the U.S.

“Back to School”
“National
Holidays/Famous
Americans”

“Washington/Lincoln” “Native Americans” - lives
of Native Americans
across the regions

“Missouri HIstory” - Native
Americans in Missouri and
other immigrants, Dred Scott
Decision, Louisiana
Purchase and Missouri
Compromise, cultural and
economic change after the
Civil War, famous
Missourians

“Regions” and “Migrations”
units - First settlers and
Natiave Americans

“Causes of the American
Revolution”

Missouri Unit

“Westward Expansion” -
causes and consequences

“Territorial Expansion”

“Impact of Wars on the U.S.”  -
Civil War and Reconstruction,
WWI, WWII, and the Cold War

“The Change in Roles of
Groups of People” - Impact of
migrants on the economy

“Industrial Revolution” -  The
Great Depression

Knowledge of
economic concepts
and principles

“Thanksgiving/Econo
mics”

“Economics” - scarcity,
goods and services,
consumers and
producers

“Economics” - income,
labor, wages, goods,
services

“Economics” - private and
public goods and services,
natural, capital and human
resources, cost-benefit
analysis

Regions unit - natural,
capital, and human
resources and factors that
influence change in a state
and/or region’s economy

“Industrial Revolution” - The
Great Depression and other
economic concepts

Knowledge of
major elements of
geographical study

“Back to School”
“Thanksgiving/Econo
mics”

“Maps” “Christmas Around the
World”
“Native Americans”

“The State of Missouri” -
Major cities, rivers,and
border states of Missouri,

“Regions Unit” - Study of
the the regions of the US

Various maps used in the
different units



and analysis and
their relationship to
changes in society
and the
environment

physical and geographic
features of Missouri

“Migrations Unit” -
Knowledge of the
geographical features of the
first colonies

Geographical effect on
transportation with the economy

Knowledge of
relationships of the
individual and
groups to
institutions and
cultural traditions

“National
Holidays/Famous
Americans”
“Stories”

“Washington/Lincoln” “Native Americans”
The Leader in Me-
peaceful resolution to
conflict

“Missouri HIstory” - changes
in transportation and
communication
“The State of Missouri” -
Missouri’s regions

“Migrations Unit” traditions
of those who settled

“The Change in Roles of
Groups of People” - Cultural
impact of immigration and
change in roles of different
groups.


